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Abstract
This paper proposes a new secure e-voting protocol. This new scheme does not require a special voting
channel and communication can occur entirely over the existing Internet. This method integrates Internet
convenience and cryptology. In the existing protocols either the tallier has to wait for the decryption key
from voter till the voting process is over or the verification process has to wait until the election is over. But
in the proposed single transaction voting protocol the entire voting process as well as the verification process
is done as a single transaction compared to multiple transactions in the existing protocol. The advantage of
single transaction is that it consumes less time that results in overall speeding up the voting process. It is
shown that the proposed scheme satisfies the more important requirements of any e-voting scheme: completeness, correctness, privacy, security and uniqueness. Finally, the proposed protocol is compared with the
existing protocols such as Simple, Two Agency, Blind Signatures and sensus protocols.
Keywords: Online Voting, Cryptology, Privacy, Security and Internet

1. Introduction
1.1. The Traditional Voting Process
Traditional voting process that can be divided into four
phases.
Authentication—Alice walks into a voting precinct
and authenticates herself by showing her voting credentials; this step is public and verified by the officials present in the room. At the end of the authentication process,
Alice is given a paper ballot on which to write her vote.
Vote—The vote takes place in a protected booth where
she cannot be seen by anyone. Alice casts her vote by
writing it with a pencil on the paper ballot; she then folds
the paper ballot and puts it in the ballot box where all the
votes are mixed. Since no one can see what Alice writes
and there are no marks on the paper ballots, Alice’s vote
is anonymous.
Counting the votes—At the end of the voting time, the
officials open the box containing the paper ballots and
publicly count the votes; the results are then announced.
Verification—Various types of verification are used
or possible; most procedures are indeed public and overseen by representatives of competing parties. The oppoCopyright © 2011 SciRes.

site interests of the parties warrant the first level of protection against fraud. A recount is also possible if there is
a presumption of fraud or error.
There are lots of problems in conventional voting:
 Printing of ballot paper is expensive.
 Voting consumes lot of time
 Counting is prone to errors.
 Maintaining convenient poll booths is very difficult.
 There is no good relationship between the government and popular, popular cannot trust the government and depend on it, voter here is like a blind person that must rely on the other person to vote for him.
 Sometimes, government coerced and carries on the
voters to vote for a particular candidate, and eliminate
them from voting freely.
 Some candidates trying to win by buy the votes from
the voters.
 Government can cheat by substitute the original ballot by derivative ones.

1.2. Requirement of E-Voting:
The requirement in conventional voting (paper vote) are
also apply for e-voting, the requirements can expected to
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be universal, any system must try to apply these requirements:
Fairness: No one can learn the voting outcome before
the tally.
Eligibility: Only eligible voters are permitted to vote.
Uniqueness: No voter should be able to vote more
than once.
Privacy: No one can access any information about the
voters vote.
Completeness/Accuracy: All valid votes should be
counted correctly.
Soundness: Any invalid vote should not be counted.
Uncoercibility: No voter can prove how he voted to
others to prevent bribery.
Efficiency: The computations can be performed within a reasonable amount of time.
Robustness: A malicious voters cannot frustrate or
disturb the election.

1.3. Biometric Authentication
Biometrics are automated methods of identifying a person or verifying the identity of a person based on a
physiological or behavioral characteristic. Examples of
physiological characteristics include hand or finger images, facial characteristics, and iris recognition. Behavioral characteristics are traits that are learned or acquired.
Dynamic signature verification, speaker verification, and
keystroke dynamics are examples of behavioral characteristics.
Biometric authentication requires comparing a registered or enrolled biometric sample (biometric template or
identifier) against a newly captured biometric sample
(for example, a fingerprint captured during a login).
During Enrollment, a sample of the biometric trait is
captured, processed by a computer, and stored for later
comparison.
Biometric recognition can be used in Identification
mode, where the biometric system identifies a person
from the entire enrolled population by searching a database for a match based solely on the biometric. For example, an entire database can be searched to verify a
person has not applied for entitlement benefits under two
different names. This is sometimes called “one-to-many”
matching. A system can also be used in Verification
mode, where the biometric system authenticates a person’s claimed identity from their previously enrolled
pattern. This is also called “one-to-one” matching. In
most computer access or network access environments,
verification mode would be used. A user enters an account, user name, or inserts a token such as a smart card,
but instead of entering a password, a simple touch with a
finger or a glance at a camera is enough to authenticate
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.
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the user.
This recognition method uses the iris of the eye which
is the colored area that surrounds the pupil. Iris patterns
are thought unique and static one [1].
In electronic voting system, which is advancement
over the conventional voting system, the problem of
printing ballots and the problem of counting are solved,
but maintaining convenient poll booths is still difficult.
So there must be another way to solve these problems or
reduce it as possible, and give the voters the confidence
to believe of the system, from this point we think to use a
new technology to improve the election by building a
new system that is convenience for environment. The
only alternative to overcome these problems is to make
use of online voting system. With the advent of Internet
and World Wide Web, it is easy to design a secure online
voting system. In the Online Voting system the paper
registration is supplemented by online registration.
Manual Signature is replaced by digital signature and
blind signature [2-6].

2. Existing Voting Protocols
The voting protocols define how communicating runs
between the election authorities and the voter. To fulfill
the constraints mentioned in the previous section, many
protocols have been developed. It would be impossible to
discuss all of them but most used protocols will be discussed in the following subsections.

2.1. Simple Protocol
This protocol is designed without employing any cryptographic techniques. In this voters would submit their vote
along with a unique identification number to a validator
who would then take their name off on a list of registered
voters. Then the validator would then strip off the
Unique Identification number and submit just the votes
to the tallier who would count the votes.
Although this system has the advantages of being
flexible, convenient and mobile, this system is far from
secure. If the validator is compromised votes can be easily traced back to the voter or votes could be changed.
Both privacy and accuracy lack with this protocol. There
is no way to ensure the voter’s privacy and the tallier
accurately records the votes [7,8].

2.2. Two Agency Protocols
In this two agency protocols, the electronic validator
distributes a secret identification tag to each voter just
prior to the election. The validator then sends the tallier a
list of all identification tags, with no record of the corre-
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sponding voters. Each voter sends the tallier his/her
identification tag and an encrypted file contacting a copy
of the tag and the voted ballot. At this point the tallier
can make sure the identification tag is valid, but the program has no way of examining the contents of the ballot.
The tallier publishes the encrypted file, and the voter
responds by sending the tallier the key necessary to decrypt it. When the election is over, the tallier publishes a
list of all voted ballots and the corresponding encrypted
files. This protocol also has several problems. Most importantly it doesn’t protect the voter’s privacy if the tallier and validator collude [7,8].

2.3. Blind Signatures
Blind signatures allow a document to be signed without
revealing its contents. The effect is similar to placing a
document and a sheet of carbon paper inside of the envelope. If somebody signs the outside of the envelope,
they also sign the document on the inside of the envelope.
The signature remains attached to the document, even
when it is removed from the envelope [2-6].
The voter prepares a voted ballot, encrypts it with a
secret key, and blinds it. The voter then signs the ballot
and sends it to the validator. The validator verifies that
the signature belongs to registered voter who has not yet
voted. If the ballot is valid, the validator signs the ballot
and returns it to the voter. The voter removes the blinding encryption layer, revealing an encrypted ballot
signed by the validator. The voter then sends the resultant encrypted ballot to the tallier. The tallier checks the
signature on the encrypted ballot. If the ballot is valid,
the tallier places it on a list that is published after all voters vote. After the list has been published, voters verify
that their ballots are on the list and send the tallier the
decryption keys necessary to open their ballots. The tallier uses these keys to decrypt the ballots and add the
votes to the election tally.
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2.4. Sensus Polling Protocol
One of the drawbacks of the Blind Signature protocol is
the voter has to wait till the voting has ended before the
voter can verify the casted vote was the correct one,
which is not in line with the property of flexibility.
Sensus system is closely based on the Blind Signature
protocol. The major difference between the schemes emerges after the voter has submitted the encrypted ballot
to the tallier. Instead of waiting till the voting ends the
tallier sends a receipt to the voter when his/her ballot
has been received. This receipt is no more than a confirmation the vote has been transferred to the tallier correctly. The voter may submit the decryption key immediately after receiving this receipt, completing the entire
voting process in one session. The implemented Sensus
system employs a pollster agent that performs all cryptographic functions and transactions with the election
programs on the voter’s behalf. Tests conducted with a
prototype implementation of Sensus indicate that the
entire voting process can be completed within a few
minutes [9,10].

3. Proposed System
Before talking about the proposed electronic voting system (Figure 1)we need to define the biometric token
(smart card) and the nature of that token and why we use
it in our system, and how can it be useful for the voters
in election. In the proposed electronic voting system we
will use biometric with smart token and we will use the
iris pattern as a template, to verify the voter in the election. Once the Smart card is inserted by the voter into the
poll machine match the Iris pattern template that is stored
in smart card with the real time Iris pattern taken via
camera using VeriEye techniques automatically. If the
captured iris pattern matches the iris pattern templates in
the smart card, the voter will be verified for the system.

ONLINE VOTING SYSTEM

Registration

Authentication

Voting

Collection

Tallying

Figure 1. Tasks of Online Voting System.
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Figure 3.1. Smart Card – Reader Form.

Figure 3.2. Smart card—Writer Form.

In this system, smart card is used as a storage media to
store the information of the voters, other personal data
and the Unique Id (11-digit number TN/99/0000012—In
this, TN specifies the State, Next two digit specifies District Id and third one specifies the Unique id for each
eligible voter) and Iris pattern (unique for each userstatic one). Because it is a temporary storage media, and
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

an anonymous media, which provide a secure way to
save the information of the cardholders.
In this system we are using 16 Kbytes EEPROM
ACOS 3 smart card. The memory area provided by the
card chip is basically segregated in internal data memory
and user data memory. The internal data memory is used
for the storage of configuration data and it is used by the
AIT
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Figure 3.3. Smart Card Data Storage.

card operating system to manage certain functions. The
user data memory stores the data manipulated in the
normal use of the card under the control of the application. Memory area is possible within the scope of data
files and data records. The maximum number of data
files allowed in ACOS 3 is 31. A data file can contain up
to 255 records. User data files are allocated in the personalization stage of the card life cycle. Once the personalization bit has been programmed there is no possibility of resetting the card back.
To store data into the smart card the following
code is used: (Figures 3.2 and 3.3)
' Select User File
Call SelectFile(HiAddr, LoAddr)
If retcode <> ModWinsCard.SCARD_
S_SUCCESS Then
Exit Sub
End If
' Write data from text box to card
tmpStr = txtData.Text
For indx = 0 To Len(tmpStr) − 1
tmpArray(indx) = Asc(Mid(tmpStr, indx +
1, 1))
Next indx
Call writeRecord(1, rec, dataLen, Len(tmpStr),
tmpArray)

Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

If retcode <> ModWinsCard.SCARD_
S_SUCCESS Then
Exit Sub
End If
lstOutput.Items.Add("Data read from Text Box
is written to card.")
lstOutput.SelectedIndex = lstOutput.Items.
Count − 1
End Sub
To read data from the smart card the following
code is used: (Figure 3.1)
' Select User File
Call SelectFile(HiAddr, LoAddr)
If retcode <> ModWinsCard.SCARD_
S_SUCCESS Then
Exit Sub
End If
' Read First Record of User File selected
Call readRecord(rec, dataLen)
If
retcode
<>
ModWinsCard.SCARD_S_SUCCESS Then
Exit Sub
End If
' Display data read from card to textbox
tmpStr = ""
indx = 0
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While (RecvBuff(indx) <> &H0)
If indx < txtData.MaxLength Then
tmpStr = tmpStr & Chr(RecvBuff
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maintained by the Administrator securely.

3.2. Authentication

(indx))
End If
indx = indx + 1
End While

3.1. Registration
The process of voter registration is always done by Administrator before few days of the election process as follows: 1) Registration phase begins by storing the Voter
information such as Unique Voter ID (11-digit number
TN/99/0000012—In this, TN specifies the State, Next two
digit specifies District Id and third one specifies the
Unique id for each eligible voter), Name, Age, Sex, Address and District in the database. 2) Obtaining the Iris
pattern (Figure 4.8)of the voter and storing it in the
Smart card. 3) Testing and issuing of the Smart card to
the voter.
This is a preparation step for implementing this system,
only after the issue of the smart card after proper authenticcation and testing the smart card can be used. So, this
step has to be started and completed before the process
of election.
In this phase, the corresponding public key and private
key will be generated automatically using RSA algorithm
for each voter. The Key information (Figure 3.4) will be

The voter identification (Authentication) is the first step
in the process of voting according to this system as follows: 1) Obtaining the iris pattern of voter using an iris
recognition device on the polling booths. 2) Obtaining
the approved iris pattern of the voter from the smart
card provide through smart card reader. 3) Comparing
(Figure 4.9) the two patterns to know whether they
match or not. (To match the iris patterns, VeriEye technique is used) 4) On matching the voter identification is
confirmed and further steps are taken. 5) On mismatch
the voter is notified regarding the mismatch and proper
enquiry and alternate solutions is done.
Once the voter is authenticated, tallier checks the validity against the database whether the voter can cast vote
or not. It extracts the Voter ID (unique id) from the
smartcard, using that it compares the status of the voter
whether it is 0 or 1. If status = 1, the voter can’t cast vote.
If status = 0, the voter is allowed to cast vote.

3.3. Voting
Once the voter is authenticated then, the Validator sends
the confirmation message to the Tallier to conduct the
vote. After this voter is provided with the graphical user
interface to cast his/her vote. The various steps involved

Figure 3.4. Key Generation Database.
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are done by Validator as follows,
 Selection of the candidate by the user.
 Asked for confirmation of selection in the form of
message box.
 On confirmation the vote is updated to the local database.
 On non confirmation the voter is taken back to the
candidates list screen to get the voters selection.
The selection and confirmation of the vote is the user
part in this module the connectivity and the updating of
the local database which stores the votes are programmed
to work in the background of the software.
 If the status is 0 then Tallier provides the voting
page to voter to give vote.
 The voter selects the option by clicking the options.
 Immediately that vote will be updated in the local
databases and the count will be incremented and the
status is 1 will be updated for that voter.
 The vote will be encrypted with the Public key and
sends the encrypted vote through the network.
By this time all the votes that are casted are stored in the
local database of each booth are sent to the distributed
database for further processing like counting, announcement of results and record maintains.
Tallying:
This part is completely hidden to the voter and this
process is started only when the time for polling is over.
After receiving the encrypted vote the Tallier performs
the following operations during counting phase:
 Tallier gets the private key and decrypts the vote.
 Immediately that total number of vote will be
counted in the distributed databases and will be updated.
Since the data are in the form of digital nature the
counting process becomes very easy and the possibility of
error in counting is negligibly small.
Cryptography for security:
This protocol adopted with the existing Public key
RSA algorithm. The protocol provides security taking
the key size 512 bits. As the key size increased, it is very
difficult for the hacker to find out the key to decrypt the
encrypted vote during the time of transferring the vote
from the voter to tallier. The time to guess the key will
be more and the whole process will be over by the time
the key is guessed.

4. Use Case Diagrams
The following diagram depicts the use case specification
of different modules (Figures 4.1-4.5).

ET AL.

proposed satisfies the main indispensable requirements
to any electronic vote scheme.
Security Issues: The protocol provides security taking
the key size 512 bits. As the key size increased, it is very
difficult for the hacker to find out the key to decrypt the
encrypted vote during the time of transferring the vote
from the voter to tallier. The time to guess the key will
be more and the whole process will be over by the time
the key is guessed.
Single Transaction/Efficiency: The Transactions in the
existing protocol are multiple, as the tallier has to send
the receipt to the voter to get the decryption key to

REGISTRATION

ISSUE OF SMART CARD

ADMINSTRATOR
LOGIN
DATABASE

POLLING

VOTER

UPDATE

RESULT

Figure 4.1. Main Use Case Diagram.

REQUEST DETAILS OF VOTER
ADMINSTRATOR

PROVIDE DETAILS

DATABASE
CHECK FOR VOTER'S
ELIGIBLITY
VOTER

UPDATE DETAILS

5. Analysis of the Properties of the Proposed
Protocol
ISSUE OF VOTER ID

In this section, we will verify that the protocol previously
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

Figure 4.2. Registration Use Case Diagram.
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GET IRIS PATTERN

GET VOTER ID

APPLY SECURITY FUNCTION

ADMINSTRATOR

STORE IN SMART CARD

AUTHENTICATE USER

Figure 4.3. Smart Card Use Case Diagram.

decrypt the encrypted votes. In the proposed protocol
these functions are carried out in a single transaction, as
the tallier does not have to wait for the decryption key
from the voter. The advantages of the proposed single
transaction voting protocol over the existing protocols
are less complexity in implementation and consumption
of very less time in the voting process.
Fairness Issues: In our scheme, no one can acquire

VOTER
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any information about the tally result before the voting
deadline. Before announcing the election outcome, each
ballot will be in an encrypted form. Therefore no one can
learn or predict the outcome of each vote before the tally
announcement.
Eligibility Issues: No one can vote without going
through the correct procedure for registration to get the
smart card from the electoral officer. Only the smart card
holder can eligible to vote.
Uniqueness Issues: No voter is able to vote more
than once, by maintaining the status bit information; it
prevents the double voting.
Uncoercibility Issues: No voter will be coerced to
casting for particular candidate. The only way to coerce
voters is to know the content of the ballot sheet, and because there is no receipt, no one can know which candidate voter vote to, so there is no coerce.
Receipt-freeness: Ensures that the voter can be convinced that his/her ballot is counted without getting a
receipt. This electronic method minimizes the possibility
of bribes and is environmentally friendly by making a
paperless process.

6. Comparison of the Existing Voting
Protocols and the Proposed Protocol
The Comparison of the existing voting Protocols and the
proposed protocol is given in Figure 6.1.

VALIDATOR

DATABASE

Requests Smart Card
Gives Smart Card
Check For Voter ID
Send Result
Requests For Iris Pattern If Voter ID Is Present
Pattern Is Captured Using Iris Camera

Match Captured Pattern With Stored Pattern
If Matches Allow User To Login Else Deny

Figure 4.4. Authentication Sequence Diagram.
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VOTER
Requests Details

ADMINISTRAT
OR

Gives Details

Validate Details
If Correct Request For Iris Pattern
Gives The Pattern
Store In Smart card
Issues The Smart card

Figure 4.5. Smart Card Sequence Diagrame.
VOTER

ADMINISTRAT
OR

TALLIER

DATABASE

Gives Voter Id During Login
Ask For Confirmation
Verify Status of The Voter
Gives Status
Informs Status

If Voted Already Issues Message and Exit

If Not Voted Requests Candidate Names
Gives Candidate Names

Ballot Page Is Displayed

Selects Desired Candidate Name
Sends Confirmation Message
Encrypted Candidate Name Is Stored In Database

Figure 4.6. Polling Sequence Diagram.
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Figure 4.7. Admin Panel.

Figure 4.8. Voter Home Panel.
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Figure 4.9. VeriEye Enrollment.

Figure 4.10. VeriEye Identification.
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Figure 4.11. Voting Panel.
Voting Protocols

Simple
Protocol

Voting

Two Agency Protocol

Disadvantages
Voter’s Privacy is not
secured.
The improper update of
voting DB is less

Advantages
The improper update of
voting DB is less
Tallier can’t cast vote for
all voters.
Disadvantages
Voter’s Privacy is not
secured
The voting process time
is more.

Blind
Signature
Protocol

Advantages:
Accuracy property is satisfied
Voter’s Privacy is ensured.
Disadvantages:
The verification process has
to wait until the election over.

Sensus Protocol

Advantages:
Accuracy property is
satisfied.
Voter’s Privacy is ensured.
The voting process time
is less.
Disadvantages:
The verification process
has to wait until the
election over.

Proposed protocol

Advantages:
The improper update of
voting DB is very less.
Voter’s Privacy is ensured.
The voting and verification processes are completed in a single transaction in very less time.

Figure 6.1. Comparison among different protocols.

7. Conclusions
According to the concepts mentioned above, the proposed scheme solves the fairness, eligibility, uniqueness,
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

uncoercibility, efficieny security and privacy issues, and
is very suitable for implementation on the internet. This
scheme is more suitable for meeting the voting demands
in future.
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